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Subject: Notes from March 15 College Reps meeting

Attending - Kevin, Kelly, Don, Chris, Andrew, Adam, John S, John R, Bill, Jim,
Chris, Scott, Mike, Arnold
Absent - someone who had their tire slashed! ;^)

Proceed with ordering as reflected on last spreadsheet (with modification for the
slightly higher price for the HubBiz copiers for CAS) with $318 to the good.

Mike needs to have delivery locations for ALL products - systems, software, etc.
Include a contact name if that location is not your normal office area.

TotalTech transition
Greg informed the group of not only the LAN managers meeting discussion but
also of a follow up meeting that B&F/Aux coordinated with OIT, Don Weber and
Chris Rand. Order processing will change in the future with a definitive solution
still in the works. Bulk ordering and set standard system configs will likely factor
into a future offering. Per Mike, vendor repairs will still be available through
Follett/TotalTech but cost may be passed along to the end user.

Around the table
Fine Arts
Dean wanted to know who are using copiers in labs - CEAS - both color and b&w

Library
Rules for faculty refresh funds?
How are the other colleges handle the process - some, the department just gets
the funds but need to report how they were spent; some, there are base models
that they choose from and if they want something above and beyond, the
department has to come up with the funding; returning of their old systems is not
well accepted

CAS
CMS and use by student accounts - provisioning/de-provisioning and training are
two issues to giving students access to the CMS
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CEAS
Approval to buy permanent version of AutoDesk - can do a virtual download to the
students laptop via the licensing server - Citrix pilot with RSO leaders, possibility
of Dell donating servers

OIT
Matlab purchases/consolidation with CEAS (50), CHHS (14), OIT (want to get 11)
and CAS (35) - base license and modules
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